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Liana
Liana is a non-profit Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) operating in the field of
development cooperation. It was established in 2005 and is registered in Finland. In
2008 it was registered as an International NGO is Tanzania†. The organisation was
established to link local development initiatives with expertise, resources, information
and knowledge. It helps fill the gap that often separates proven knowledge and
practical development activities. Liana's role in development is advisory and
supportive, aiming at building local capacity. It works through farmer groups, local
development organisations and/or local governments who implement collaborative
projects and activities. Liana supports groups that allow people to develop and
implement their own solutions leading to change. It focuses its interventions on the
most vulnerable groups of rural dwellers, starting its work from problems perceived by the people
themselves as the most critical.
Liana aims to base all its activities on best evidence and understanding that comes from:
 Lessons learned from practical development interventions
 Local knowledge
 The wide existing scientific knowledge base
 Analysing and interpreting the relevance of information to local problems
Liana Regular members are development and development research professionals with developing
country and project management experience. Most of the work done by members is voluntary. When
necessary Liana recruits professionals from outside the organisation as short-term volunteers.
Registered organisations or individuals who do not meet the criteria can become Supporting members.
Purpose
The purpose of the organisation is to use the best proven knowledge to improve the livelihoods of the
poor in developing countries and other poor areas while sustaining the environment, emphasising
equality and joint responsibility.
To fulfil its purpose the organisation operates
 To meet local development needs by generating, finding and evaluating relevant reliable
information
 To enable local organisations and through them local people to use this information by
connecting sources and experts
 To follow the livelihood status of the poor, putting forward proposals and initiatives, and
giving statements
 To support local practical development work through local development organisations with
whom agreements of collaboration have been signed
 To facilitate action by development professionals who have the knowledge, the skills and the
vision to develop and implement projects aiming at alleviating poverty
To support its operations Liana
 Applies for project funding from governments, foundations and other relevant bodies
 Helps local development organisations secure funding
 Finances its activities by accepting donations and other assistance
Contacts:
E-mail: liana (ät) liana-ry.org
Phone numbers to Eija Soini : +358-(4)00-706322 (Mobile while in Finland), +255(0)784-601726
(Mobile while in Kenya and Tanzania)
Web page: www.liana-ry.org

†

Liana ry, Registration number in Finland 192.207, Y-tunnus/Business Identification Number 1982505-3. Liana
registration in Tanzania OONGO/0457, International NGO, Mainland of Tanzania as area of operations.
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1. Introduction
People working in development spend a lot of time wondering about
‘What works?’ and ‘What makes a difference?’. This is not surprising:
the problems being tackled are serious, complex and growing all the
time, and in these times of economic troubles in the north many are
wondering whether the very substantial sums of money spent might be
better spent elsewhere. The endless flow of strategies, plans and
schemes sometimes seems to be leading nowhere and hence these are
reasonable questions. Understanding what is changing, and the extent
to which a planned activity is responsible for the change, is never easy.
Whatever is done has multiple impacts, many of which were not
foreseen. And any change – social, economic or environmental – can
be understood as a response to multiple drivers, external and/or
internal.

Whatever is done has
multiple impacts, many of
which were not foreseen.
And any change – social,
economic or environmental
– can be understood as a
response to multiple
drivers, external and
internal.

Liana’s projects are small and focused, but designed for impact so we too need to ask whether they are
working. This year has provided two particular opportunities to find out what has been effective. What was
Liana’s first substantial project has just ended and the participants provided an evaluation. For another
project, the donor thought the reports submitted were almost too good to be true and came to verify them on
the ground. These are two very different approaches to evaluation, and both have their value. The first is
an example of ‘participatory evaluation’, and was designed to allow project participants to give reactions
with a minimum amount of influence from the outside. The second provides important verification to a
donor that the project processes and results are honestly reflected in our reports.

We are fortunate that key
donors of our work support
that approach, being keener to
see learning from success and
failures than following a fixed
project plan in a thoughtless
way, ‘What did you learn?’
being as important as ‘What
did you do?’

The results from both activities were very encouraging (see details
later in this report). But the most useful information comes from
ongoing reflection on what is happening and learning from it. We
are fortunate that key donors of our work support that approach,
being keener to see learning from success and failures than
following a fixed project plan in a thoughtless way, ‘What did you
learn?’ being as important as ‘What did you do?’. A nice example
of this comes from a comparison of the Kilimanjaro and Mwanga
rainwater harvesting projects. In the second case, there is far
greater activity and uptake, and this might be due in part to more
local involvement in the organization of activities, more direct
communication between the Liana coordinator and farmer group leaders, or simply a difference in the
project area and its people.
But still there are mysteries. Anyone involved in development – promoting change at
local level – can see the unexplained differences between nearby villages, households
and people. Sometimes we can spot a reason why a process that works well in one
place fails in the next – for example, due to leadership at village level. But there are
still many unfathomed differences in individuals’ and communities’ interest and
ability in taking steps to change their lives. And that means we will need to keep
learning for a long time to come.

… we will need
to keep learning
for a long time
to come…
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2. Three projects in Tanzania
Kilimanjaro rainwater
harvesting project (2006-2011)
Total budget 113,500 USD

92,500 from McKnight
Foundation
This project paid tank building in
the Mwanga rainwater harvesting
project since mid June 2011 by a
total of € 9854
Farmer groups contribution to
water tanks, 40% of the value of
tanks

Mwanga rainwater harvesting
project (Phase I, 2009-2011)
Total budget € 70,560 (plus
€ 9854 used from Kilimanjaro
project for tank building)
€ 56,966 from Ministry for
Foreign Affairs of Finland

Mwanga stove project
(2010-2011)
Total budget € 39,660

€ 5030 from Vantaan Energia
and Supporting members’ fees

€ 2970 Self-funding from Finnish
donations

€ 5030 value of voluntary work
Farmer groups contribution to
water tanks, 40% of the value of
tanks

€ 2970 value of voluntary work
Farmer contribution: Value of
materials of all stoves, free labour
for all mud and mud-brick stoves

€ 33,720 from Ministry for Foreign
Affairs of Finland

2.1

Improving rural livelihoods by rainwater harvesting in the lowlands of Mt. Kilimanjaro,
Tanzania
This is a project funded by McKnight Foundation. It started in 2006 and has now come to its end. Its main
activity was to assist farmer groups build rainwater harvesting tanks of 10m3 to harvest water from rooftops
for home consumption, for drip irrigated gardens and for tree growing and live fence establishment. The
project offered training in tank, gutter and drip irrigation kit building, establishment of drip irrigated gardens
and organic pest management, suitable trees for firewood, fodder and fruits for the lowlands, nursery
establishment, grafting of fruit trees, marketing and fund-raising. An extra activity was added related to
firewood saving stoves. This followed a request by some of the farmers in the groups. We operated in two
villages, Matala and Makaa. Six farmer groups with 43 group members and their families (about 260 people)
worked within the project.
The project was supposed to end at the end of March 2011. However, none of the farmer groups except
Azimio had yet achieved their goal of building a tank for each member. We had also remained with a sum of
extra funding that McKnight Foundation had added on top of our budged for local auditing. Thus we
requested McKnight Foundation to continue with the project till the end of the year. The plan was to finish
tank building in Kilimanjaro lowlands by the end of June and then transfer all the remaining money for tank
building in the Mwanga rainwater harvesting project.
January started with stove building for Matala
Primary School as part of fundi training in stove
building. By May Makaa Primary School was
sufficiently ready with their kitchen building efforts
that they could build their demonstration stove. The
kitchen still lacked walls but the foundation, floor,
poles and the roof were in place. Both stoves are
very much appreciated by the head teachers and the
cooks. In May, some more group members (5) also
bought Upesi stoves for their homes.
In May training in farming as a commercial
enterprise, economic concepts and planning was
given to all groups in Makaa. Baraka Mponda, a
farmer who has become a successful commercial vegetable and fruit farmer in Tengeru, visited this event.
Training started late and several people did not come. However, those who came were very impressed by
Baraka’s achievements and determination. He uses systematic planning and evaluation of farming and
marketing activities, and writes down everything in his notebooks. Discussion and questions continued a
long time after the presentations. Some exchanged phone numbers in order to get help from Baraka in
buying seeds in Arusha. The content prompted many to think about better planning of their farming and the
desire to diversify to cash crops and make money. In early June the same training was given to Kuringe
group in Matala. Training was received very well and the whole group attended. It was particularly
2

interesting for the group to calculate the production cost and value of harvested maize: it is ±0. Maize is
clearly only for eating at home as its cultivation gives no profit at all. All got convinced that it would make
sense to use at least some of their land for higher value crops.
Groups were very interested in starting their own projects after the Liana project ends and they had some
vague ideas of what they could be. However, to start organising it in practice was very challenging.
Attempts were made to organise project planning and fundraising training for all groups, but all plans failed.
Ndanu, the tank and stove fundi from Makaa has however started a new group in Makaa. The new group is
made up of the most eager members of the earlier groups. One of the aims is that each group member will
make a woodlot. He also visited Baraka’s farm and Baraka showed him some seed shops in Arusha and he
bought hybrid tomato seeds (Anna F1) and an improved variety of papaya seeds (Sunrise) for himself and
the newly formed group (and found out that the same papaya seeds are sold also in Moshi).
Azimio and Imani groups were the most organised tank builders and managed to save their self-funding
quickly enough to keep to the schedule. Amani, Kuringe and Mchaka Mchaka got very much out of
schedule. Then suddenly all groups planned their tanks to be built just before the deadline. With three fundis
remaining to build these tanks (one failed earlier this year due to mismanagement of his work), two group
members (one in Amani and one in Mchaka Mchaka) remained without tanks. Building of the last two tanks
ran into July. In total 44 group tanks and one school tank were built within this project.
Group
Amani , 9th tank
Imani 6th tank
Kuringe, 7th tank
MchakaMchaka, 8th tank
Kuringe, 8th tank
Mchaka Mchaka 9th tank
Kuringe, 9th tank
Amani, 10th tank
Kuringe 10th tank
Kuringe 11th tank

Built in
February
February
March
March
April
April
May
June
June
June

Evaluation of the Kilimanjaro project was organised in December using group questionnaires. This way of
doing the evaluation was suggested by Azimio group. We prepared a questionnaire with open-ended
questions. All groups filled their questionnaires as a collective group exercise, and did it carefully and
independently. All Kuringe, Azimio and Amani group members took part in filling it (Amani group met
twice to get theirs done!). Half of Imani group members contributed to their questionnaire and four out of 10
Mchaka Mchaka members filled their form.
All groups thought that the best activity of the project was building tanks. They list reasons for this as
follows: To get water in an easy way, to get water without cost, to be able to save water for the dry season,
to save time in fetching water, to acquire the skill of building tanks, to enable vegetable and tree seedling
growing and to understand the importance of eating more vegetables than meat.
There is more variation between the groups in the next most appreciated activity. The following were listed:
Stove building, vegetable growing and preservation, and tank building training. Third best activities were
improved stoves, kitchen gardens and organic pest management.
Several people have put the knowledge they learned at AVRDC on vegetable preservation into use. 17
members were named as people who have done some of the things taught at AVRDC. Cooking jam and
juice as a way of preserving the harvest are the most popular, but some have followed the new recipes of
cooking vegetables, they have dried vegetables in sun, made compost of booster fertiliser, and grown
vegetables.
Only seven persons started cultivating vegetables by drip irrigation. All groups say the price of the drip
irrigation kit was prohibitive (even if they were sold half price for 20,000Tshs) and that is why people did
not buy the kits (However, this answer does not explain why a demo kit that was received for free remains
unused). Four groups agree that the kitchen garden has a big benefit (faida kubwa), one group rates the
benefit as ‘some benefit’ (faida kiasi). The reasons for benefit are as follows: people can get clean
vegetables without pesticides (awareness about haphazard pesticide usage in Tanzania was raised at
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AVRDC), it saves a lot of water, and it saves the money that would be otherwise used for buying vegetables.
They think that it takes or would take only very little time each day to keep a garden.
Only Amani’s two members and Kuringe’s one member ever succeeded with a live fence or part of it.
Termites and drought were stated as the reasons why this activity did not succeed better. Seventeen members
made a tree nursery after the training. 31 members planted out tree seedlings from these nurseries.
Kuringe group is the only group in which all the members built themselves an improved stove, a Lorena. In
addition some of the members (5) also bought Upesi stoves. All are in use. Amongst the other groups there
are still 14 household that cook on three stones. One group pointed out that three stones will remain due to
the need of barbequing maize.
From the project point of view it seemed difficult to work with groups as there are always members who do
not come on time or do their part of the communal work. However, all groups saw many benefits in working
as a group. These benefits include ‘brotherhood’, friendship and love, saving together to get water tanks, all
the training that was targeted to groups, and exchange of thoughts. Azimio, that finished their tank building
first, did not see any problems with group work. Others mention problems with keeping time, collecting selffunding as agreed, and some members not having time to meet. All claimed that they did save the
250,000Tshs collectively, though some confusion persisted during the entire project on the issue. None of
the groups had better ideas than working with groups for implementing a project like this.
Activities that continue in the village due to the Liana project were listed by the groups. In addition to
continued use of stoves and tanks that were built and kitchen gardens that the members have, two groups
claim that fundis continue building tanks and stoves in both Makaa and Matala. All fundis are every now
and then used in the Liana Mwanga project. Ndanu builds drip kits for the Liana Mwanga project and has
also got orders from his own village for some. One Amani group member sells vegetables from his kitchen
garden. Kuringe say they plant more trees due to the project.
How could Liana improve its projects? Groups say we should do projects that aim at increasing income such
as starting little businesses; we should reduce the price of the drip kits, stoves and tanks; we should organise
to have some bites during seminars as people go hungry during the day; we should reduce the amount of
self-funding of the tanks; we should increase the number of groups in the project in order to build more
tanks and especially expand to the neighbouring villages; and finally... we should build tanks and stove to all
citizens for free.
2.2
Improving livelihoods and environment by rainwater harvesting in Mwanga, Tanzania
This project in the western lowlands of Mwanga started in 2009. It is funded by the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs of Finland. In 2011 McKnight Foundation contributed considerably to tank building. We partner
with the District Council. 14 farmer groups work within the project. These groups have 141 members, that
is, with the average size of the households, about 750 persons in total (two groups have both husbands and
wives as members). One of the groups is a women’s group and all the rest are mixed farmer groups with a
clear majority of women members. The groups are in the five
villages of Kururu Lwami, Lembeni, Kiruru Ibwe Ijewa, Mgagao
and Kisangiro-Mforo. The project has all the same components as
the Kilimanjaro project (above), but it has more than three times as
many farmers working within the project. In order to get the
subsidy for the tanks, groups have committed themselves through
their constitutions to save the needed self-funding for the tanks,
attend all the training offered to them by the project, start using an
improved stove and plant 20-60 trees during the project.
In January all the groups (Kirewaha, Umoja ni Nguvu, Mkombozi,
Tumani, Lukundo, Faraja B, Umoja, Neema and Mwangaza) that
had not yet received the two-day horticulture training at AVRDC
were taken to Tengeru Horticultural Institute. We were forced to
change the training institute as AVRDC no longer offered
subsidised training. Tengeru was a cheaper option though still a
much higher price than budgeted. Training was planned together to
be as similar to the earlier training as possible. It included farming
as a business, organic farming (benefits; fertility management and
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pest management), compost making, seedbed making, a visit to see a very successful vegetable farmer in
Tengeru (Baraka Mponda), nutrition, hygiene in cooking, new recipes for vegetable cooking, tomato
preservation by making relish, jam, ketchup etc. 56 women and 25 men took part in this training.
Training in suitable fruit trees for drylands and
nursery establishment was given to all groups in all
five villages. Fruit tree training was received with
enthusiasm and lots of farmers made plans with the
trainer Suleiman Mpingama from Tengeru
Horticultural College to get seeds for improved
varieties or to grow root stock and get them grafted
later on. Species selected for this training were
dryland varieties of banana, mango and papaya and
Custard apple or Soursop. The fruit tree training was
followed by nursery establishment training. Groups
had earlier attended training in dryland trees for
firewood. The afternoon was used in mixing soil,
filling polythene bags and planting Acacia tortilis,
Faitherbia albida and Leucaena leucocephala. Due to water scarcity groups did not establish a central
nursery for each village or each group. Each member took home his/her 10 polythene bags (naturally 2-4
seeds in one bag). 59 women and 37 men took part in this training and established their 10 tree nurseries,
i.e. 960 polythene bags got filled.
Seedbeds for kitchen garden training were established in May, one in each village except Kiruru Lwami.
Some few group members volunteered to do this activity. They were guided by Shangwe.
In June kitchen garden training was organised in
Kiruru Ibwe Ijewa, Lembeni and Mgagao. Only
those who had enrolled on the training took part.
Kiruru IbweIjewa had problems with people not
coming on time, finally only 5 women took part. In
Lembeni people came early and 22 farmers attended
(the expected number). In Mgagao all the expected
21 also attended. In the latter two places people
were very interested in the activity. In Mgagao nine
people placed an order immediately to get a drip kit.
Hassan Mndiga was the trainer horticulturalist
during the first two training days. For the third day
we failed to get anyone from Tengeru and the
training was conducted by Eija and Shangwe. For
Vumwe group later the same month Shangwe did the whole training alone.
24th of October was a tree planting day for all groups. Everyone
bought an Acacia tortilis and Acacia gerrardii seedling from the
project and planted them. Liana bought the seedlings from an
indigenous tree nursery in Usa River. The project aims at
providing indigenous trees to the group members as it is difficult
to get them from local nurseries.
The project is following up group members’ tree planting. Each
group submitted their report on how many trees and which
species each member has planted or conserved (wildlings
protected from animals). Most of the groups are doing relatively
well with about 80-100 trees planted per group (meaning each
member has planted 8-10 trees so far). The few (4) groups doing
badly will have a break in their tank building till we count the
trees again in March 2011, while good groups continue with tank
building as fast as possible.
Group members have continued to buy Upesi and Vita stoves.
Tank building is also dependent on the number of stoves in the
group. When the tree count was taken, 93 household out of 141
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had an improved stove. 11 households had 2 or 3 different models. Since then some members (about 10)
who lacked a stove have either bought Upesis or built Lorenas.
Tank building has progressed very fast during the second half of the year. This is because we were using
McKnight Foundation funding to build tanks in Mwanga. All the tanks built after the 16th of June were built
by McKnight Foundation money.
Group
Vumwe
Umoja ni Nguvu
Mkombozi
Neema
Mwangaza
Faraja B
Kirewaha
Tumaini
Umoja
Lukundo
Faraja A
Kimale
Ujirani Mwema
Vumwe
Neema
Umoja ni Nguvu

Tank built in
February
March
March
March
April
April
May
May
May
June
June
July
July
August
August
August

Group
Faraja B
Mkombozi
Umoja
Mwangaza
Umoja ni Nguvu
Tumaini
Lukundo
Kimale
Umoja ni Nguvu
Neema
Vumwe
Umoja
Faraja B
Kiumamki
Tumani
Mkombozi

Tank built in
August
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
November
November
November
November
November
December
December
December

More fundis have also graduated. In June
Apendaeli’s gutters were inspected and he was
allowed to continue as an independent gutter fundi.
In July two Lembeni fundis, Florence Engelbert and
Daudi Atuhumani graduated and can start building
independently. In November, two fundis, Ernest
Mbehongwa and Mussa Msafiri of Kisangiro
graduated. One Mkombozi fundi, Hamisi Ali, from
Kiruru Lwami village graduated in December.
Ndanu, our long-term fundi from the Kilimanjaro
project inspected them by looking on during the
entire building of the test tank. In total seven fundis
(out of 10) have graduated in tank building. We do
not expect to have more (two missed much of their
training and will continue as assistants, one has moved away).
In June Ndanu, January and Thadeus Moshy (District Council) got together to build drip kits in Ndanu's
home. They did this independently amongst themselves. 10 kits were built. Ndanu had earlier gone to
Arusha to buy drip line and the project bought the kits from Ndanu in order to use them in the trainings in
Mwanga and to sell on a half-cost basis to the farmers. Since then Ndanu has made more kits. Vumwe
ordered 9 kits, Umoja ni Nguvu 11 kits, and Kimale 7. Kits don’t look like too expensive in Mwanga! The
same difference between the Kilimanjaro project and the Mwanga project were observed with tanks:
Groups in Mwanga would prefer to build one tank
each month!
In October Ngujiri, the original gutter trainer came
to train in making gutters without soldering.
Training took place in Mgagao and Lembeni. It has
been an inconvenience to always get soldering
sticks all the way from Moshi. Now the fundis know
how to make gutters by just folding the seams an
using rivets. Three graduated gutter fundis and four
tank builders took part. The three graduated fundis
are ready to continue independently, the other four
need more training. One of the best remaining
fundis (Mussa Msafiri) was taken by Ngunjiri for
further training on the 7-8 December.
6

2.3
Save firewood by improved stoves in Mwanga, Tanzania
This project started in April 2010. The project works in seven villages in the eastern lowlands of Mwanga,
namely, Ngulu, Kigonigoni, Butu, Kambi ya Simba, Jipe, Kivisini and Kwanyange.
Best students from the Lorena courses were contacted in January 2011 about the opportunity for further
building training. After these courses training has been given to the best builders only:
• Courses were arranged in building a brick Lorena (24 bricks inside the mud stove). Courses were held
in Kivisini (11 students), Kwanyange (8 students) in February and in Kigonigoni (15 students), Butu (7
students) and Ngulu (6 students) in early March.
• Four metal fundis from Mwanga came to Moshi to learn how to build Vita stoves.
• Six amongst the best builders who had some experience in using cement were invited to learn to build a
household size Brick and cement stove. The first course was held in Kambi ya Simba in February and
the second course in Kigonigoni in early March. By the last course only 4 best builders were attending.
Materials for the stoves built during training were bought by the owners.
• The four best cement builders were trained in school stove constructions (6 stoves have been built in
2011).
• A solar cooking and building course was arranged for women in Mwanga. 15 were invited, 13 came
and 2 more participants from the hosting school took part. These were best builders from the Lorena
courses, who had some handwork skill.
Collaboration with a potter Mary Donald in Jipe
resulted in an improved model of Upesi stove. This
stove has a grate to improve burning and its
measurements are more accurately calculated for
efficient cooking. In April the first order of 20
stoves was placed to start with. She made two
models, one stove with removable/replaceable grate,
another stove made out of one piece. In May stoves
were bought and delivered to Liana Kilimajaro and
Mwanga rainwater harvesting projects. Stoves are
sold to group members without subsidy for
4500Tshs. Upesi stoves have been very popular and
as they are affordable to most of the people it would
make sense to make them available in a wider area
through local routes. Kigingi used some time in
June and July in looking for market routes for these stoves especially in Mwanga. Two shops were
identified in Mwanga town, one in Kifaru trading centre and one in Mgagao. However, transporting them is
a bottleneck so marketing has not yet picked up..
In April Eija and Kigingi visited four schools, some stove committee members and fundis for school stove
building arrangements and for future activities. At the end of April the first school stove was built as part of
the fundi training in Kigonigoni Secondary School. Moudy Nyimbile trained 4 fundis, two from Kigonigoni
and two from Butu. In May a stove was built at Kwangu secondary school and in Butu Primary School.
Three more school stoves were built in November-December. These were in Jipe Secondary School, Jipe
Primary School and Kambi ya Simba Primary School. Altogether 16 schools were contacted and offered the
opportunity to have a subsidised stove.
It was our plan originally to get a local solar
cooking and building trainer. However, none of the
persons contacted showed any competence in
planning such a course and communications were
haphazard and sporadic. The solar work was thus
added as part of the work intended to the intern. A
young Norwegian lady Jorunn Myra (Joy) worked
from March 2011 part time as an intern volunteer
experimenting with solar cooking and building some
Cookit solar cookers. She was our resource person
when we organised the solar course in Mwanga in
September. 15 women from the seven villages
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behind Pare mountains took part in this two-day course. Women cooked lunches on both days and in the
afternoons built Cookits for themselves. While lunches were cooking outside, some theory training was
offered in solar cooking (how to set up the cooker in sun, how solar cooker works, what you need for solar
cooking, difference in cooking time, how to take care of the Cookit).
In August support was given to the 3 metal fundis who were earlier trained to make Vita stoves in Moshi.
Materials were provided to assist them to build their first set of 6 stoves and start marketing them.
A major task of testing the efficiency of the stoves
Liana projects promote was planned for 2011. Joy
conducted the boiling point tests (bringing 2 litres
of water to boiling point) for 7 different stove
models (Upesi with removable bottom, Upesi with
fixed bottom, Vita, Vita with chimney, Brick and
Cement stove, Lorena and three stones) and
interviewed 4 users. Controlled cooking tests
(boiling 3dl of green grams in 2 litres of water)
were done by Richard Coe (Ric) for Upesi with
removable bottom, Vita with chimney, Lorena and
three stones. More interviews were conducted by
Eija. Tests were completed on the 23rd of
September. The analysis was done by Ric and most
of the reporting by Eija. The report can be found at www.liana-ry.org/Liana_stove_ tests_in_tanzania
_2011.pdf
Kigingi started with evaluation interviews in November. The aim was to interview about half of the
participants of the first Lorena building courses (sample of 42, six in each village), about the endurance of
Lorena, user opinions, and building for other people. Analysis will be done in January 2012. This project
will continue for few more months in 2012.

3. Other
3.1

Donor visits

We had two donor visits in November. Inka Lilja from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs visited both of our
Mwanga projects and a McKnight Foundation consultant Prudence Kaijage visited Mwanga rainwater
harvesting project and the McKnight funded Kilimanjaro project. Funding from Phase II of the Mwanga
rainwater harvesting project has been secured from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland for 2012 and
2013. McKnight Foundation answer for the half-funding of 2012 will be confirmed in spring 2012.
The report by Inka Lilja concludes that both of the Ministry funded projects function very well. They
address local problems, they activate the beneficiaries in many ways (employment, group activities, new
skills), they contribute into increasing income (either produce income or decrease expenditures), and are
cost efficient. In addition, the projects have long term impacts such as increasing and stabilizing tree cover
and decreased prevalence of respiratory diseases. However, as projects are small, impacts are local. NGOs
cannot implement larger projects due to the self-funding requirement by the Ministry, even though NGO
projects are more cost-efficient and they represent a very different value base compared to the large
consultancy driven projects.
She writes further, “In my opinion the success of the project has been guaranteed by the following:
- Good planning and background studies. The components of the projects are based on scientific knowledge
or proven good practices. The projects also produce new information, such as information on stove
performance.
- The projects address everyday problems and thus contribute directly to the beneficiaries’ lives by adding
their resources immediately (less time for fetching firewood, less money used for buying wood, new crops
grown, water available at home, additional income to builders). They also have impact on long-term
problems (respiratory diseases, decrease of tree cover).
- Implementation of the projects has been well planned: 1) awareness raising and demonstrations, 2)
mobilization of groups or trainees, 3) training that involves doing it oneself, 4) ensuring that learning and
working progresses by using carrots and the stick (the best builders are invited to further training, tank
building is conditioned to tree planting and acquiring stoves), 5) spreading information (villages are
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selected along the main road so that tanks can be seen; village meetings are organized to advertise
technologies, new skills and opportunities; demonstration tanks are built at schools so that thousands of
children see the idea of rainwater harvesting), and 6) continued monitoring of activities.
- Investing in motivating the participants: In the stove project motivation was increased by requiring people
to apply for building courses even if practically everyone was selected. This ensured that each participant
was truly motivated. Group forming was initiated by the people themselves. They selected their members
and needed to write their own rules and commit themselves to the rules. In both projects participants need
to contribute financially by a little sum. The sum is adjusted so that it ‘hurts’ a bit, but is not impossibly
high. Yet, for example getting a firewood saving stove can be totally free of charge, if one selects the
Lorena.
- Local arrangements are taken care of by local government officers who live close to the villages and are
well motivated to do their tasks and develop them further. Also, Liana representative, Eija constantly
monitors progress by phone and text messages. Currently she is directly in contact with group leaders, who
are expected, for example, to give answers by text messages. This direct contact motivates group leaders to
do agreed tasks.
- Trainers are mainly local. “
3.2

Simaloi necklace

The Finnish goldsmith Hannu Rantala and his wife Tarja of
Tarinakoru (Story jewellery, www.tarinakoru.com) from
Nurmijarvi surprised Liana by a new item in their selection.
Hannu and Tarja visited Kenya in 2008. The trip to the
thoroughly poor and dry Turkana area, to the white sands of
the coast in Watamu, to the Maasailand on the way to Lake
Magadi, and a visit to a Maasai home on the way home, left
unforgettable memories. They wanted to create a piece of
jewellery that would be a token of memories from this trip to
Africa. Now some years later there is a necklace in their
selection called Simaloi. And it carries its story too, like all of
their jewellery. Simaloi is a Maasai girl who has been
supported by Ric and Eija and their friends in her need of a
prosthesis for her left leg. It was her home the Rantalas visited
on their way back from Magadi. Now the Rantalas would like
to donate 3 euros from each necklace sold over the next two
years, through Liana, to Simaloi’s school. Ric and Eija visited
the school in December. It was an enormously positive
experience. The school has exceptionally devoted Principle and Head teacher, a mother and a daughter.
Earlier, before Simaloi got her prosthesis, the Principle picked her from her home every morning and carried
her on her back to school and returned her home in the evening. The school has tuition and food fees.
However the poorest homes, like Simaloi’s, are exempted from this fee. The whole learning environment
seems exceptionally dynamic with lots of hand drawn learning materials on the walls and an individual
approach to each child’s needs.

4. Keeping Liana running: General administration stuff
The Annual Meeting was again held as an email meeting, as this format allows all members to take
part.
• Board consultations have also been held as necessary by email.
• All administration of Liana was done on a voluntary basis, mostly by Eija.
• Eija has kept the website (www.liana-ry.org) up to date, so that it provides an archive list of
activities, many of them with photos attached.
• Tilintarkastusrengas Oy audited the 2010 accounts.
• Anneli and Reijo Soini provided invaluable help by handling Liana post when Eija was away from
Finland.
Thank you!
•
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5. Members and Support
At the end of 2011 we have eleven regular members and eight supporting members. Minesh Parmar from
Moshi joined us in May 2011 as a supporting member. Welcome! Supporting member fees of 2011 have
again covered part of the self-funding of the Mwanga project. Vantaan Energia continued to support the
Mwanga rainwater harvesting project, as they have done since 2009. Liana members and supporters donated
a total of € 2265 for the two Mwanga projects. Part of it remained to be carried over for the self-funding
requirements in year 2012. Regular members’ fees have covered some of the administrative costs of Liana
and the rest have been carried over to cover self-funding costs of 2012.
A warm thank you to Liana members and supporters!
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6. Accounts for 2011
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Not marked in the Expenditure and Income sheet:
Value of Finnish voluntary work for the Mwanga rainwater and stove projects total of 3015 €
Group contributions for the water tanks in Mwanga outside this accounting: 3809 €
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May year 2012 again bring the blessing of much valuable work accomplished – linking local
development efforts with expertise, resources, information and knowledge – for the improvement of
the livelihoods of the poor.

